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FADE IN:

EXT. GATED ENTRANCE - NIGHT

A long winding drive weaves between dense forestry, behind a 
large gated entrance. A FIGURE (hooded), leaps upon the high 
wall - using the gates to climb, parkour style. Then drops 
down behind.

An old newspaper blows in, catches the gates. The headline 
reads: Vigilante Terrorizes Gotham. It gets dragged away, 
just as quick.

EXT. WAYNE MANOR - ENTRANCE - MOMENTS LATER

Wayne Manor. Once a beacon of light that shone upon Gotham 
City. Now, darkness throughout. Gargoyles perch upon the 
rooftops, offering an intimidating presence.

SOUND of glass being broken, from close by.

EXT. WAYNE MANOR - SIDE WINDOW - CONTINUOUS

The Figure climbs through a broken, open window.

INT. WAYNE MANOR - OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

The moonlight through the open window, shines light upon a 
large oak desk - close by. A bronze bust of Shakespeare's 
head upon one edge - covered in dust.

The Figure picks up a silver, glass framed photo - off the 
far end of the desk. Wipes away some of the dust.

ON FRAME: Which reveals a portrait of a loving couple.

The Figure stares upon the photo for several BEATS. Then, a 
glimmer of reflection upon the glass - from behind.

The Figure drops the frame, lunges over the desk. A poker 
stick comes crashing down, narrowly missing the Figure - the 
glass framed photo is smashed into pieces.

ALFRED PENNYWORTH (O.S.)
English accent)(

Next one's gonna be over your skull, 
you bloody ruffian.
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HOODED FIGURE
Whoa! Hold up.

The Figure rises slowly from behind the desk, arms raised.

HOODED FIGURE
I live here, or --

confused)(
-- I used to.

A BEAT of darkness. Then: The lights turn on. Stood at the 
back of the room:

ALFRED J. PENNYWORTH. Mid 40s. Smartly attired. English, 
with a strong upper stance. Poker stick still in hand.

ALFRED
quizzical)(

Master Bruce?

The Figure peals back the hood:

BRUCE WAYNE (20s). Handsome, with a rugged appearance. Cast 
in street clothing. Disheveled. Slight stubble.

BRUCE WAYNE
once over)(

That's me, but who are you.

Alfred makes an effort, stands firm.

ALFRED
My name is Alfred J. Pennyworth --

gentle nod)(
-- at your service, Master Bruce.

Bruce stares at the Poker Stick, still clutched by Alfred.

BRUCE
And do you always greet people in the 
same manner?

ALFRED
realization)(

Ah, my apologies - Sir.

Alfred steps forward. Places poker stick on desk.

ALFRED
Unfortunately - we've had a few 
uninvited guests over the years.
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BRUCE
steps around desk)(

I did try knocking.

ALFRED
Forgive me for saying, but I wasn't 
informed you'd be returning today?

BRUCE
brushes it off)(

Spur of the moment thing.
second take)(

Sorry, what do you do around here?

ALFRED
I am the Caretaker of the Manor.

Bruce wipes his finger along the desk, picking up layers of 
dust upon the tip of his finger. Before, he flicks it clean.

BRUCE
queries)(

Where is everyone?

ALFRED
There is only myself in service to 
the Master, anymore.

A COLD BEAT.

BRUCE
Where is he?

ALFRED
surprise)(

You haven't heard?

BRUCE
taken back)(

Heard what?

ALFRED
The Master suffered an accident. He's 
been resigned to his bedroom for some 
time now --

beat)(
-- forgive me, but I thought you'd 
been informed?

BRUCE
pissed)(

No, but then why would I?
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Alfred gestures to the door.

ALFRED
Allow me to take you to see him.

Bruce and Alfred EXIT.

CLOSE IN upon the framed photo, left on the desk:

The portrait on display, which now reveals a third person in 
the photo. A young boy, stood beneath the couple. A once 
perfect family portrait - shattered into pieces.

INT. SECOND FLOOR: HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER

Alfred and Bruce stand outside a large oak door, far end of 
a dimly lit hallway.

ALFRED
I'll leave the two of you alone, 
while I attend to the broken window.

Alfred steps away. A cold uneasiness falls over Bruce. He 
stares at the handle.

YOUNG BRUCE (V.O.)
upset)(

But, I don't understand - Father. Why 
are you doing this?

THOMAS WAYNE (V.O.)
stern)(

Because, I have no other choice.

Bruce turns the handle. Pushes the door open, slowly. 
Darkness edges out the room, creeping over Bruce.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

A sparse bedroom - stripped to just essentials. Wardrobe. 
Chest of drawers. Bureau.

Bruce approaches a large bed, across the room. Perches upon 
the edge, gently.

A FIGURE beneath the sheets begins to stir. They turn 
softly, eyes open slowly to look upon Bruce.

This is: THOMAS WAYNE. Mid 40s. Unshaven for months. He 
looks a frail, weakened old man. A shell of his former self.
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THOMAS WAYNE
soft voice)(

Son?

With all his strength - Thomas lunges up. Wraps his arms 
around Bruce. A fatherly hug, full of love and affection.

A COLD BEAT.

Thomas notices - the feeling isn't mutual. Thomas withdraws. 
Looks into Bruce's cold stare, back upon him.

THOMAS
After all this time, you still 
haven't forgiven me?

Bruce pulls away. Crosses the room. Offers a deep, prolonged 
stare through the window.

We look past Bruce, into the darkness of night.

As we:--

FADE TO:

INT. WAYNE MANOR - GREAT HALL - EVENING: FLASHBACK

A large banner hangs from the ceiling. It reads:

Wayne Foundations FIFTH Annual Charity Drive

A glass chandelier sparkles upon the people below. Wealthy 
PATRONS, who chat amongst themselves. Drinking champagne 
from flutes. 

TINK! TINK! SOUND of a glass TAPPING. Patrons turn to look 
at the upper level.

TEN YEARS AGO ...

Thomas Wayne (tuxedo) looks down upon the guests below.

THOMAS
Ladies and Gentleman. First, I would 
like to thank you all for attending 
tonight's gala. Our fifth annual 
Foundation charity drive.

A flourish of APPLAUSE from the Patrons.
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THOMAS
It's because of your generosity over 
these years, that so many peoples 
lives have changed for the better. 
And this year will be no different.

beat)(
So allow me to hand over to my wife, 
to explain all.

Thomas steps aside. Where MARTHA WAYNE (40s, Glamorous) 
steps forward, to more APPLAUSE. All eyes stare upon this 
Angelic woman. A woman of true elegance, and beauty.

MARTHA
This year, the Foundation has chosen 
a charity that's become close to our 
own hearts.

beat)(
I am truly honored to announce, that 
this year's donations will go towards 
the building of a stable new home - 
for St. Jude's Orphanage.

The Guests erupt into an FANFARE of appreciation, at the 
generous gesture by the Wayne Foundation.

EXT. WAYNE MANOR - DRIVEWAY - CONTINUOUS

Vehicles parked upon the driveway. BMW's, Jaguar's, 
Porsche's, amongst others of wealth. One appears out of 
place: A small boxed white VAN.

MARTHA (O.S.) (OVERLAP)
This new home will become a sanctuary 
for many Orphaned children, during 
these testing times of unrest we hear 
about, around the world --

We see MOVEMENT in the darkness. A small group of PEOPLE, 
close in upon the entrance of the Manor.

INT. WAYNE MANOR - GREAT HALL - CONTINUOUS

Martha continues to speak to the Patrons.

MARTHA
-- just as much, as we have been 
blessed, with the arrival of --

Suddenly: The doors burst OPEN. Several ARMED MEN (plastic 
clear face-masks, white jumpsuits) RUSH the room.
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They quickly disperse amongst the shocked crowd. All exits 
soon blocked. Husbands pull their wives closer.

Martha tries to hold onto Thomas, but he pulls away from her 
grasp. He strides down the stairs.

THOMAS
angry)(

What is the meaning of all this?

Thomas reaches the bottom, when the LEADER (masked, cocky) 
ENTERS. A rather long-barreled handgun held at his side.

LEADER
Forgive the intrusion - Mister Wayne, 
but it appears our invitation got 
lost in the post.

THOMAS
defiant)(

I don't believe you were invited.

LEADER
True, but we decided to come anyway.

THOMAS
direct)(

What do you want?

LEADER
We are here to make a withdrawal, on 
behalf of the C.R.F.

to guests)(
For those of you that have never 
heard of it, it stands for - the 
"Criminal Retirement Fund".

The other Robbers give an EERIE LAUGH, as they continue to 
point their guns at the Patrons, who cower in fear.

LEADER
It's a charity close to my own heart. 
One of which - I will freely admit, 
am the founding member.

THOMAS
You're nothing more than a two-bit 
thief, a joke.

LEADER
gestures to Thomas)(

That's strike one.
(MORE)
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to guests)(
LEADER (cont'd)

Now, if you'd all be so kind - as to 
remove any jewelery, watches, well --

shrugs)(
-- pretty much anything of value, and 
hand it to the nice gentleman holding 
the guns in your faces, then we'll be 
on our way.

Several snatch the jewelery from the women without due care, 
while the men hand over their wallets, gold watches.

THOMAS
You won't get away with this!

LEADER
turns to Thomas)(

But Mister Wayne, we will. By my 
reckoning, the Police won't turn up 
for another good fifteen minutes.

beat)(
By then, we'll be long gone.

Thomas approaches the Leader, who quickly raises his long-
barreled gun in Thomas's face. A showdown.

LEADER
Strike two.

The Leader cocks his gun. Finger on trigger.

LEADER
serious)(

Mister Wayne, don't be a hero. It 
really doesn't suit you.

to Robbers)(
Boys, time to leave.

Thomas remains defiant in the face of death, staring down 
the barrel of the gun.

The Robbers rush to the door. EXIT into the darkness 
outside, carrying their bags of swag.

EXT. WAYNE MANOR - DRIVEWAY - CONTINUOUS

We see them ENTER the white boxed van. Several climb in the 
back. One jumps in the drivers side.
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INT. WAYNE MANOR - GREAT HALL - CONTINUOUS

The Leader turns, steps towards the door - to leave.

THOMAS
defiant)(

I've met people like you. Who believe 
they're above the law.

The Leader stops dead at the words.

THOMAS
But let me tell you - every action 
has a consequence.

LEADER
I'm glad you remember, Mister Wayne.

The Leader turns around. Raises his gun. Aims at Thomas. 
Martha rushes down the stairs, as the trigger is pulled:

MARTHA
screams)(

THOMAS!

POP! A small SOUND of a pop stems from the gun. The Patrons 
jump for a brief moment. Martha stands still, on the 
staircase. Thomas remains unharmed.

Then: The eerie SOUND of a cackle slowly grows louder. The 
Leader laughs. The gun fake - a piece of cloth sticks out 
the barrel. 'BANG' written upon it.

LEADER
laughs)(

I'm sorry, I couldn't resist.

The Patrons appear more relaxed.

LEADER
waves gun around)(

See, it's not even real. Besides, you 
didn't hear me say strike three.

The Leader drops the fake-gun on the floor. Turns to leave.

THOMAS
You're insane.

A COLD BEAT. The Leader stands silent. Motionless.
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LEADER
serious)(

Batter up.

The Leader snaps around, his hand pulls a small handgun from 
under his jumpsuit. Takes aim before anyone can react.

BANG! The SOUND of a loud explosion.

The Patrons panic and SCREAM. Thomas remains silent, stood 
at the bottom of the staircase.

MARTHA
softly)(

T-T-Thomas?

The realization soon hits Thomas. He turns to find Martha 
several steps behind. Clutching her stomach, which seeps 
blood - staining her beautiful gown.

THOMAS
shock)(

Martha!

Thomas rushes to Martha - catches her, as she falls into his 
arms. He lowers her down. Sits with her. Holds her tight.

THOMAS
concern)(

Stay with me - Martha!

Martha offers a sweet smile. The will to live begins to 
fade. Her eyes stare upon Thomas, soon turning into a frozen 
face. Unblinking. Silent. Dead. 

The Leader stands watching. Uncaring. Smoke drifts from the 
barrel of his gun.

LEADER
He wanted you to know.

Thomas continues to stare at his wife's beautiful face. 
Tears crawl down his cheeks, the pain evident in his eyes.

LEADER
He never forgets.

Thomas slowly turns his attention upon the Leader. His eyes 
widen at understanding the words.

The Leader turns. Steps to the entrance.
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LEADER
calls back)(

Smile - for it's a beautiful day to 
be alive.

He EXITS, accompanied by the eerie SOUND of cackling once 
more, which fades into the darkness of night.

The Patrons in shock. A stunned silence fills the room.

Thomas holds Martha in his arms. Unable to let her go.

Off this disturbed image we:--

FADE TO:

INT. WAYNE MANOR - MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT (PRESENT DAY)

Thomas looks upon Bruce, who hasn't moved.

THOMAS
remorseful)(

I'm sorry - son.

Bruce crosses the room. EXITS without speaking a word.

Thomas falls back into his bed. A tiny teardrop slowly 
descends from one eye.

EXT. WAYNE MANOR - DRIVEWAY - DAY

The sun casts light across Wayne Manor. Now, not nearly as 
creepy. To Establish.

INT. WAYNE MANOR - GREAT HALL - DAY

Bruce saunters down the staircase, a spring in his step - 
sharply dressed in suit - open collar, no tie, clean cut. He 
notices Alfred crossing the hall.

BRUCE
calls out)(

Ah, English - just the man I need.

Bruce greets Alfred at the foot of the stairs.

ALFRED
slightly irritated)(

The name is Alfred - Sir.
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BRUCE
confused)(

Who is?

Alfred shakes his head in a disapproving manner.

ALFRED
How may I be of service to you - 
Master Bruce?

BRUCE
You can start, by stop calling me 
that ridiculous name.

ALFRED
seriousness)(

Impossible, a Gentleman of your 
stature must be addressed in the 
correct manner - at all times.

Bruce just looks at Alfred - is this guy serious? He brushes 
it off after a BEAT.

BRUCE
I'm heading to the city --

gestures)(
-- is there a vehicle around here I 
can borrow?

ALFRED
I'd be happy to drive you.

BRUCE
If you hadn't noticed, I am old 
enough to drive myself.

ALFRED
It had caught my attention - Sir. 
Then, follow me.

Alfred leads Bruce down the hall. They EXIT towards the back 
of the Manor.

INT. WAYNE MANOR - PRIVATE GARAGE - MOMENTS LATER

Doors open to show a large garage, where Bruce and Alfred 
ENTER. Vehicles parked around the room of various types. 
Sports. Classics. Motorbikes. Also, lots of empty spaces.

ALFRED
Sorry to say, but their is a lack of 
selection for you to choose from.
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BRUCE
looks around)(

This place used to be full. Where's 
the rest?

ALFRED
The Master sold a number of them off, 
some time ago.

Bruce steps through the room, surveying several of the 
vehicles along the way.

ALFRED
Is there a particular vehicle you are 
interested in?

Bruce turns, stares across upon one vehicle - out of shot. 
He cocks his head, smiles.

ALFRED
notices smile)(

I am not sure the Master would 
approve of your selection.

BRUCE
uncaring)(

The Master isn't here.

ALFRED
Then, I will fetch the keys - Sir.

Alfred steps away, across the garage. Bruce's eyes focused 
upon the vehicle of choice, salivating over it.

EXT. WAYNE MANOR - GATED ENTRANCE - LATER

One iron gate opens. SOUND of an engine ROARS louder, as it 
draws closer from the distance.

VROOM! Bruce peels out at speed. Past us in a blur, riding a 
Sports Motorbike. No helmet.

EXT. KANE MEMORIAL BRIDGE - DAY

Wayne Manor fades into the background. Gotham River runs 
beneath the Kane Memorial Bridge.

Bruce weaves through traffic. Occasionally crossing lanes 
into oncoming vehicles - some who swerve to avoid hitting 
him. HONKS of horns cast upon him. Bruce speeds on.
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EXT. GOTHAM CITY BANK - DAY

Surrounded buildings offer a postmodern architecture. PEOPLE 
pass through, sharply attired, carrying suitcases. The whole 
vicinity screams money.

One building central. A huge, old concrete structure of 
monstrosity. The center of attention. Name over door:

GOTHAM CITY BANK

Bruce's motorbike parked up outside.

INT. BANK - FOYER - MOMENTS LATER

SECURITY GUARD (60s - too old for this job) sits at the 
entrance of the large foyer. It's rather spacious in size, 
quiet-ish. Queue of CUSTOMERS form at the Cashiers.

BANK MANAGER (O.S.) (OVERLAP)
I'm sorry - Mister Wayne, I thought 
you knew.

Towards back: Group of Offices. Window of one door reads: 
BANK MANAGERS OFFICE.

INT. BANK - MANAGER'S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Bruce sits opposite the BANK MANAGER (40s, smarmy type) - 
eyes set upon the computer on his desk.

BRUCE
How bad are they?

BANK MANAGER
checks account)(

The estate still has a substantial 
amount in the account, and a regular, 
albeit, smaller dividend payment from 
your father's former business.

Bruce leans forward, onto the desk.

BRUCE
shocked)(

What do you mean, former business?

BANK MANAGER
Your father was removed as the CEO of 
the Wayne Corporation.
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BRUCE
angry)(

On whose authority?

BANK MANAGER
I believe the board took a vote, 
sometime last year.

BRUCE
That man built that company from the 
ground up. Didn't anyone do anything?

BANK MANAGER
worried)(

I'm afraid it went unchallenged.

Bruce leans back in his chair, surprised at the news.

EXT. BANK - CONTINUOUS

An old shabby car pulls across the road from the bank. We 
see three shifty PEOPLE inside:

BUDDY (mid 20s, black hair). JAKE (mid 20s) and PETE (mid 
teens) - both brothers, brown hair. All rough looking. They 
converse, out of earshot.

EXT. WAYNE-POWERS CORPORATION - DAY

A round glass tower reaches dizzy heights, towering over 
those buildings surrounding it. A name in large bold letters 
screams from the rooftop. This is the newly named:

Wayne-Powers Corporation

We LOOK towards the upper levels.

INT. WAYNE-POWERS CORPORATION - OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

A spacious office. Large drinks cabinet fixed to the back 
wall. A huge mahogany desk stands several feet in front, 
behind of which sits:

DEREK POWERS. Late 60s. Snowy-haired, matching bushy 
mustache. Distinguished looking. Glass of Bourbon in hand.

DEREK POWERS
I only agreed to this interview, as a 
courtesy to a friend.
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Sat opposite:

VICTORIA 'VICKI' VALE. 20s. Died blonde hair, with tints of 
sunset. Resourceful, independent and feisty. A tape recorder 
stands upright on the desk. Intrepid reporter.

VICKI
Mister Powers, we're all aware of you 
using underhanded tactics to steal 
such businesses, as this one.

POWERS
points - angry)(

I resent your words - Miss Vale. I 
took on this role when Mister Wayne, 
failed to show interest in the 
business anymore.

Powers takes a sip from his glass.

POWERS
calmer)(

Since appointed, I've been the 
driving force in helping to turn this 
company around. 

VICKI
What about all those victims, who 
lost their positions within the 
company - under your management?

POWERS
brushes it away)(

That was unfortunate, but I make no 
regrets for what I was forced into.

beat)(
But, in doing so - I helped keep this 
business afloat, as well as secure a 
number of jobs for those still 
employed by the company.

VICKI
Is that all you have to say, to those 
men and women - whose livelihoods 
have been ruined by your actions.

POWERS
Don't go shifting the blame on me, 
Miss Vale. If you're seeking an 
apology, then you need to look at the 
one truly responsible.

(MORE)
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beat)(
POWERS (cont'd)

The individual who was put in charge 
prior to myself - who ran this 
business into the gutters, under his 
so-called careful eyes.

Powers takes another sip of his Bourbon.

POWERS
Now, if you want a story. Then you 
can report how this company is now at 
the forefront of designing new 
technology, which will shape the 
future of this world we live in. 

VICKI
I'm glad you brought that up, because 
rumors suggest - that this new 
technology you spoke of --

beat)(
-- involves the design, and building 
of biological weapons.

POWERS
upset, points)(

I vehemently deny that - Miss Vale. 
Those are baseless allegations, 
fabricated by individuals like 
yourself - who are trying to smear my 
good name.

beat)(
If you print such perfidious 
statements, then I will not only sue 
you - but the paper you work for.

Powers downs the last of his bourbon. Slams the glass upon 
the desk, and rises from his seat.

POWERS
Now, if you'd excuse me - but I 
believe we're done here.

VICKI
determined)(

I'm not finished --

POWERS
cuts in, abrasive)(

-- well, I am. I have other business 
to attend to. This interview is over.
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Powers pushes a button on his intercom. The door opens 
behind. Two bulky SECURITY OFFICERS (ex-military type) 
ENTER. Stand to attention at back of the room.

POWERS
Gentleman, please escort - Miss Vale, 
to the exit.

Vicki grabs her coat and purse, then snatches the tape 
recorder off the desk. Steps across the room, before she 
stops. Turns back:

VICKI
assertive)(

Mister Powers, I'll prove to the 
world the type of man you really are, 
as well as the company you keep.

beat)(
Your brash attitude may work on other 
people - but I don't scare as easy.

POWERS
Then allow me to offer you some 
advice - before you leave.

beat)(
This city is a dangerous place. Many 
things can happen to a pretty girl - 
on these streets at night.

VICKI
raises recorder)(

Can I quote you on that?

POWERS
angry)(

Get her out of here!

Vicki is escorted out, flanked by Security - as all EXIT.

Powers steps to the window. Stares out upon the city, with a 
look of frustration.

INT. BANK - MANAGERS OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Bruce and the Bank Manager now stand, opposite sides of the 
desk between them.

BANK MANAGER
You could try speaking to the CEO, he 
may be able to help you out, but ...

(MORE)
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shakes head)(
BANK MANAGER (cont'd)

... apart from that, I wouldn't 
recommend much, with the current 
state of your finances.

BRUCE
I understand. Thanks for your time.

The two shake hands. Before:

A LOUD MUFFLED VOICE echoes from behind. Both turn to see 
what the commotion is:

Through the window: We see Jake wave a handgun around, in 
the foyer.

BRUCE
to Manager)(

Hide.

The Bank Manager ducks under the desk, out of sight - like 
the coward he is. Bruce steps to the door, cautiously.

INT. BANK - FOYER - CONTINUOUS

The Security Guard lays upon the floor - graze on his 
forehead. Pete stands over him, clutching a shotgun.

Jake waves his handgun around. Everyone else is laying upon 
the ground. Gripped by fear.

Jake's finger itches on the trigger.

BRUCE (O.S.)
softly)(

Excuse me.

Jake turns sharply. His finger pulls the trigger: BANG! The 
gun fires at Bruce.

EXT. BANK - CONTINUOUS

Buddy, sits behind the wheel - biting his nails. He looks 
across to the Bank. It's all kicking off inside.

INT. BANK - FOYER - CONTINUOUS

Jake's wide eyes stare upon Bruce - whose hands are raised. 
Unhurt. A window of an office behind, shattered.
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JAKE
Who are you?

BRUCE
quick thinking)(

I'm, the Manager.
acting terrified)(

I'll give you anything you want, just 
please don't hurt anyone.

JAKE
gestures)(

Come here.

Bruce approaches, hands still raised.

Jake turns Bruce around, prods the barrel of his gun into 
the back of Bruce's head. Forces Bruce towards the Cashiers 
desk. Jake tosses his bag across the counter.

JAKE
Empty the registers.

A CASHIER (20s, female) looks up, behind the counter.

BRUCE
scared)(

Do what he says.

Cashier stands up. Opens the register draws. Starts filling 
the bag full of notes, moving from one register to the next.

Bruce glances across the room: Pete looks relaxed. Staring 
outside, to see if all clear.

The Cashier finishes. Passes the stuffed bag across to 
Bruce, who grabs it. Bruce places the bag to his side, then 
drops it to the ground.

Jake distracted, as he stares upon the bag of money. Bruce 
elbows Jake in the gut. Grabs Jake's head - slams it hard 
upon the counter, several times. Jake is left stunned.

Bruce wraps one arm around Jake's neck, tightening his grip 
- closing off the airwaves. Jake gasps for air.

Pete, notices the commotion - turns, raises his shotgun 
towards Bruce.

Bruce's other arm grabs Jake's hand - who still holds the 
gun. Jake's arm is forced up by Bruce. Bruce squeezes Jake's 
finger to pull the trigger:
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BANG! The gun fires. A BEAT, before Pete drops to the 
ground. Unmoving. Frozen face. Dead.

SCREAMS are quickly drowned out by the booming SIRENS of 
Police vehicles closing in. Bruce stares at Pete's body.

Outside: Sirens grow louder - followed by a loud CRASH, 
metal upon metal.

EXT. BANK - CONTINUOUS

The shabby car has collided with an oncoming Police Car. 
Buddy is being dragged from his vehicle by POLICE OFFICERS.

Doors to the bank spring open. Customers and staff run out, 
several SCREAMING. Mass panic.

Police Officers, weapons raised - cautiously ENTER the bank, 
to secure the scene.

INT. WAYNE-POWERS CORPORATION - OFFICE - DAY

Derek Powers sits behind his desk, phone in hand - looking 
increasingly disgruntled:

POWERS
into phone)(

You told me this was a simple 
interview, to help promote both of 
our business interests --

long beat; angrier)(
-- no, you had your chance. The group 
will be informed of your failure.

Powers slams down the phone. He pushes a button on the 
intercom. Steps over to the window. Stares upon the city.

SOUND of a door opens behind. Powers remains unmoved.

POWERS
Let it be known that any further 
actions - will result in more serious 
consequences, placed upon her life.

A BEAT, before the SOUND of the door closes behind.

EXT. BANK - LATER

A dinged, dull-brown - yet stylish classic of a vehicle 
approaches. Pulls up alongside Police Cars. Out steps:
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DETECTIVE JAMES GORDON. Mid 40s. Haggard, unshaven for days. 
Yet, still a sense of duty in shirt and tie. Long, open 
beige mack flutters in the soft breeze.

Gordon drags a cigarette out of it's box by his teeth, 
scrunches the empty box and tosses it away. Uses a match to 
light it. Puffs on it, as he steps across to the bank - 
taped off, with Officers still on scene.

INT. BANK - FOYER - CONTINUOUS

Gordon ENTERS. His eyes quickly drawn upon the white sheet, 
at his feet. He raises the sheet - looks upon Pete's dead 
body, beneath.

DETECTIVE JAMES GORDON
What we got?

A POLICE OFFICER stands, close by.

POLICE OFFICER #1
Detective. That one was shot during 
the robbery.

beat)(
We've got another two in custody.

Gordon drops the sheet. Puffs on his cigarette.

GORDON
Who shot him?

POLICE OFFICER #1
points)(

That guy over there.

Gordon's eyes narrow, as he looks across the foyer.

GORDON
Who is he?

POLICE OFFICER #1
Not sure, he was in with the Bank 
Manager at the time.

smirks)(
Tried to be another hero of Gotham.

Gordon starts to walk away, as he puffs once more.

POLICE OFFICER #1
calls out)(

Detective, you do know it's against 
the law to smoke indoors?
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Gordon just walks on, either uncaring - but more likely, not 
heeding the warning.

Bruce sits, waiting. Arms crossed, leg rocking - heel 
tapping on the floor. Gordon approaches from the entrance.

GORDON
notices)(

You alright?

BRUCE
rises)(

Yeah, I'm fine.

Bruce notices the unusual dress code of Detective Gordon.

BRUCE
confused)(

You are?

Gordon brushes his coat to one side, showing his Police 
Badge - attached to his belt.

GORDON
GCPD.

Gordon notices Bruce's surprise at his shabby outfit.

GORDON
Don't be fooled by the clothes - son. 
Just been a long week.

Bruce nods in some acceptance.

GORDON
What's your name?

BRUCE
Wayne. Bruce Wayne.

A BEAT.

GORDON
surprised)(

Bruce Wayne.
beat)(

Aren't you that rich kid who 
disappeared? Thomas' son.
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BRUCE
irritated)(

Don't know what that man's been 
telling everyone, but I didn't 
disappear. He sent me away.

GORDON
solemn)(

Figures, after what your family's 
been through.

A COLD BEAT of slight tension, and awkwardness.

BRUCE
Is this gonna take long?

GORDON
You got somewhere to be?

BRUCE
lying)(

I've gotta get home.

GORDON
How is Thomas, not seen him around 
the city for some time.

BRUCE
He's doing okay, I guess.

A BEAT. Bruce looks uninterested.

GORDON
You given your statement?

BRUCE
points)(

Yeah, to that Officer over there.

GORDON
Okay, then I guess you can leave for 
now. I'll need you to stop by the 
station, sometime tomorrow.

beat)(
Just to get you on record.

BRUCE
Fine.

Gordon pulls out his wallet. Slips a business card out, 
hands it across to Bruce.
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GORDON
Just ask for me when you get there.

Bruce offers a fleeting glance upon the business card.

ON CARD, which reads: Detective James Gordon. Gotham City 
Police Department. Call ...

GORDON
Tell Thomas, we miss him down here.

Bruce offers a fleeting nod, as he walks away. Puts the 
business card in his pocket.

Gordon puffs on his cigarette, turning his attention to 
Officers behind - who are interviewing the Bank Manager.

EXT. GOTHAM CITY - STREETS - DAY

We find Bruce, weaving through traffic. A set of lights 
ahead, about to turn red. Bruce puts his foot down.

He peels through the inter-section, swerving around a cab 
passing through - who squeals, turns sharply to avoid him.

EXT. ST. JUDE'S ORPHANAGE - DAY

A series of run-down buildings. Several boarded up windows. 
Bruce drives past on his Motorbike, before he turns back. 
Drives back to park up outside one. Several storeys high.  

A faded name, just readable - hangs over the entrance:

St. Judes Orphanage

Bruce's attention is drawn upon a bronze wall plaque, to his 
side. He steps over to inspect it closer.

Behind: Vicki Vale, EXITS the Orphanage. Offers a passing 
glance upon Bruce, before she stops abruptly. Turns back. 
Her eyes narrow.

VICKI(O.S.)
uncertain)(

Bruce?

Bruce looks around. Turns, where his eyes slightly boggle at 
the pretty woman before him.
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BRUCE
smiles)(

That's me.

VICKI
duh!)(

I know that --
notices)(

-- but judging by the look on your 
face, you have no clue who I am.

BRUCE
lying)(

Of course I do, you're --

An awkward SILENCE. Vicki waits, hand on hip.

BRUCE
gives in)(

-- okay, you're right. You're gonna 
have to help me out! Do I know you?

VICKI
points to self)(

Victoria.

BRUCE
still nothing)(

Vic-tor-ia.

VICKI
surprised)(

Seriously!

Vicki playfully punches Bruce in the arm.

BRUCE
Ow!

realization)(
Oh, Vicki. 

checks her out)(
Wow. You look --

VICKI
cocky)(

Amazing?

BRUCE
shakes head)(

No --
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VICKI
taken back)(

Thanks!

BRUCE
No. I mean, you look different. 
You've changed --

gestures)(
-- something!

VICKI
heaves boobs)(

I did finally grow boobs.

Bruce's eyes are drawn towards Vicki's pert figure.

VICKI
indicates hair)(

And, I've died my hair.

A BEAT, before Bruce snaps out of it.

BRUCE
points)(

That's it!

VICKI
jokingly)(

The boobs, or the hair?

An awkward BEAT.

BRUCE
The hair. I mean, kudos on the boobs, 
but the hair --

points)(
-- other boys teased you endlessly.

VICKI
And you were my brave knight, always 
coming to my rescue.

BRUCE
warmth)(

I remember. Wow, it's been --

VICKI
cuts in; shrugs)(

-- a lifetime. You just disappeared. 
What happened?
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BRUCE
Ah, long story. You free. Maybe we 
can catch up.

VICKI
checks watch)(

Sorry - Bruce, but I've got somewhere 
I need to be.

BRUCE
downbeat)(

I understand.

VICKI
Rain-check?

BRUCE
nods)(

Okay.

Vicki walks backwards, away from Bruce.

VICKI
I'll call you.

beat)(
Great seeing you again, Bruce.

BRUCE
You too.

Bruce watches. Vicki turns, then EXITS around the corner. 
Bruce looks back upon the wall plaque, with a soft smile.

EXT. GOTHAM CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT - DAY

The sun rises across the Gotham City Police Department, as 
signified by the name over entrance.

The structure looks like an old, dull, multi-storey Post 
Office, transformed into a large Police Station.

INT. GCPD - BULLPEN - CONTINUOUS

ON OFFICE: Through the window, Detective Gordon is being 
given a rollicking by:

COMMISSIONER GILLIAN B. LOEB (50s, thin, gaunt face, 
slightly balding - braces over his pristine white shirt).
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After a BEAT - Gordon EXITS, storms down the bullpen. Slumps 
down at his busy desk. Overflowing with case files. Head in 
hands, offering a deep sigh.

A BEAT.

A small fanfare of applause catches Gordon's attention, from 
across the room. He looks out to see:

HARVEY DENT (30s, immaculate in every sense) striding 
through the bullpen - shaking hands with other Officers. He 
approaches Gordon's desk.

GORDON
Harvey, what do you hear.

Gordon rises. They go to shake hands.

HARVEY DENT
shaking hands)(

What do you say, old friend.

Harvey is flanked behind by:

MISS SELINA KYLE (20s, Glasses. Alluring, yet mysterious). 
Personal Assistant, with her head always stuck in her PDA.

GORDON
relieved)(

Boy, do you have perfect timing.

HARVEY
I heard the good news.

GORDON
downbeat)(

You may wanna hold off on that one.

HARVEY
concerned)(

Why, what happened?

GORDON
Just had the Chief on the warpath --

shakes head)(
-- the witnesses from the bank, they 
all got cold feet.

Harvey slams his hand down on Gordon's desk, leans upon it - 
with a look of frustration.
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HARVEY
Damn it. He's got to them again, 
hasn't he?

GORDON
That'd be my guess.

HARVEY
turns to Gordon)(

How the hell does he know these 
things. He's always one step in front 
of everything we do.

GORDON
He's got to have someone here, 
working on the inside. 

HARVEY
duh!)(

Obviously. But who?

GORDON
uncaring who hears)(

There'd not be a man in this 
Department - who wouldn't sell his 
own Mother, for a few extra bucks.

HARVEY
wary)(

Jim, I've warned you about speaking 
out like that.

looks around)(
God knows who's listening in.

GORDON
I'm beyond caring anymore. If they 
wanna come for me, let them.

HARVEY
jokingly)(

Then whose gonna be my wing-man.

A BEAT, as the two offer a soft CHUCKLE.

HARVEY
So, guess we're gonna have to let 
them both go?

GORDON
Not so fast.
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HARVEY
curious)(

Oh?

GORDON
Got one more witness to speak to..

checks watch)(
He's due in anytime to give an 
official statement.

HARVEY
Who is he?

GORDON
You remember that rumor doing the 
rounds, about a decade ago. Rich kid 
who disappeared.

Miss Kyle is distracted from her PDA, upon hearing Gordon.

HARVEY
clicks fingers)(

Yeah, what's his name --
points)(

-- Wayne - that's it. Bruce Wayne. 
What the hell happened to him?

GORDON
Not sure, but he's back in town.

beat)(
If I can get him to testify, then we 
may be able to do a deal - get one of 
them to give us a name of whose 
running the gangs now.

HARVEY
Be tough though, Jim. From everything 
I've heard, all these guys are 
terrified of the man giving orders.

GORDON
desperation)(

We need to try something.

Miss Kyle leans forward.

MISS KYLE
to Harvey)(

Sir, we need to hurry - if you're to 
make that next appointment.
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HARVEY
to Miss Kyle)(

Of course, thank you - Miss Kyle.

She leans back. Returns to her PDA itinerary.

HARVEY
to Gordon)(

Jim, you get this Wayne guy to 
testify - leave the Chief to me.

Gordon nods, as Harvey steps away down the aisle.

HARVEY
calls back)(

Oh, and Jim - keep his name out the 
press. We don't want to put a target 
on his back.

Gordon sits at his desk, returns to his duty. Harvey KNOCKS 
on the Chief's office, then ENTERS.

Miss Kyle waits outside - showing signs of concern.

EXT. GOTHAM GAZETTE - DAY

A large structure of a building, alike others - that's seen 
better days. A name clings above the entrance.

GOTHAM GAZETTE

A large globe stands upon the rooftop, what once turned on 
it's axis - now stands still, and full of rust. 

INT. GOTHAM GAZETTE - BULLPEN - CONTINUOUS

A bullpen full of noise, and fast moving people. REPORTERS 
on the phone, while others rush around. Home of the driving 
force that delivers the news to the city of Gotham, and one 
special reporter in particular - who fights for the truth.

We find: Vicki Vale, sat at her desk. Typing up her expose 
on her computer, on Derek Powers.

EDITOR (O.S.)
shouts)(

Vale - my office!

Vale stops, as she steps across the busy bullpen. Approaches 
a large office at back. Door ajar.
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INT. GOTHAM GAZETTE - EDITOR'S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

A good sized office, yet appears more compact.  A framed 
front-page headline hangs upon the back wall. It reads:

'Dark Avenger Killed By Bomber'. It's accompanied by an 
artist's sketch, displaying a masked figure in black cloak.

The EDITOR (50s, worn face) sat at his desk, which is 
overloaded with files and reports.

Vicki ENTERS, as she closes the door behind her.

VICKI
You screamed for me - Boss?

The Editor tosses back a few painkillers, followed by a swig 
of coffee - his face squirms at the cold taste.

EDITOR
authoritative)(

You're off the Powers investigation.

VICKI
shocked)(

What! Why?

EDITOR
I don't make the rules - Vale, and 
I've certainly learned to not ask 
questions anymore.

VICKI
gestures)(

I was this close to exposing the 
truth about the guy. He's corrupt, we 
all know it.

EDITOR
shrugs)(

I don't care. Find something else to 
get your nose stuck into.

Vale slumps down on a beaten couch, across from the desk.

VICKI
downbeat)(

That was my only story.

A BEAT. The Editor thinks.
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EDITOR
Jackson could do with some help on 
the sports desk, or there's a vacancy 
in obituaries.

VICKI
gives a look)(

Come on boss. I hate sports, and I 
definitely don't do dead people.

EDITOR
sarcastic)(

That's good to know. But find me 
something, as long as it doesn't give 
me a headache.

Vicki hangs her head in hands for a BEAT. Then, her head 
snaps up. She looks at the Editor.

VICKI
What about the Wayne's?

EDITOR
The whole world already knows 
everything there is about them.

VICKI
Not the son they don't.

The Editor leans forward, on his desk.

EDITOR
intrigued)(

I'm listening!

VICKI
Guess who I ran into earlier?

EDITOR
I don't have time for this, Vale.

VICKI
Bruce Wayne.

EDITOR
That rich kid who disappeared?

VICKI
The very same.

The Editor strokes his chin, pondering.
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EDITOR
Don't think anyone's ever done a 
spread on him before.

points)(
But, is there a story there?

VICKI
He's been missing for years. No one 
knows where he's been.

beat)(
What if I can get an exclusive. 

EDITOR
You sure you can get him to open up?

VICKI
cocky)(

Please, it's me - Boss. Besides, we 
kind of know each other from the old 
days. I'll have him eating out the 
palm of my hands when I'm finished.

EDITOR
points)(

Okay, run with it.

Vicki - with a new lease of life and a spring in her step, 
EXITS the office.

EXT. WAYNE MANOR - ENTRANCE - EVENING

Soft rain patters down over Wayne Manor. To Establish.

INT. WAYNE MANOR - SITTING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

An elegant, stylish sitting room. Flashes of light from a 
burning log-fire, offers some light amongst the darkness.

Bruce ENTERS, as he steps directly across to the drinks 
cabinet in front. Pours himself a Whiskey. Sips it.

THOMAS (O.S.)
Alfred told me you took the bike.

Bruce virtually stops dead. Lowers the glass. Stares ahead, 
upon the wall in front.

BRUCE
Then, English should know his place.
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PAN AROUND: Thomas Wayne is sat in a comfy chair, close to 
the burning fire. Glass in one hand - book in the other.

THOMAS
stern)(

His name - is Alfred, and you'd do 
well to remember that.

beat)(
He's taken good care of me all on his 
own, for these past few years.

BRUCE
blatant)(

And whose fault is that?

A COLD BEAT. Bruce downs his Whiskey in one. Puts the glass 
back, next to the decanter. Turns to leave, steps halfway 
across the room when:

THOMAS
Have you seen your Mother?

Bruce stops.

BRUCE
No.

THOMAS
Son, you should pay her a visit.

BRUCE
unconvincing)(

I'll see her tomorrow.

THOMAS
strict)(

Be sure you do.

Bruce steps across the room, where he EXITS. Not even a 
fleeting glance upon his own father.

Thomas is left to reflect upon their encounter. A grave look 
of concern, as he sips from his own Whiskey.

INT. WAYNE MANOR - GREAT HALL - CONTINUOUS

Alfred ENTERS from the back, where he notices Bruce 
approaching the staircase.

ALFRED
Ah, there you are - Master Bruce.  
I've been looking all over for you.
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Bruce stops on the bottom step, looks over to him.

BRUCE
I told you not to call me that?

Alfred approaches, more cautiously now.

ALFRED
My apologies - Sir. I have a message 
for you.

Alfred hands over a folded note. Turns to leave, as Bruce 
opens it to read the message:

"Dinner. Carlitos. 8pm. Vicki"

Bruce offers a brief glimpse of a smile.

BRUCE
Fill up the tank. I'm heading back 
out for the evening.

Alfred stops, turns and looks back at Bruce.

ALFRED
Very good - Sir.

Alfred EXITS towards back of the Hall. Bruce rushes 
upstairs, to get changed.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Bruce's motorbike parked outside Carlito's Restaurant, an 
Italian Bistro of taste.

Through the window: Bruce and Vicki, sat at a table. Not 
romantically, yet deep in conversation.

INT. RESTAURANT - TABLE - CONTINUOUS

Vicki, dressed to impress. Her purse upon the table, as she 
takes a SIP from her glass of wine. Bruce, looking dapper in 
suit - downs what remains of the Whiskey in his glass.

VICKI
So, Bruce. Spill the beans.

BRUCE
I'd much rather talk about you. What 
took you to our den the other day?
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VICKI
shrugs)(

I check in every so often, help out 
when I can with the kids.

Bruce indicates for another shot of Whiskey. Vicki notices.

VICKI
slight concern)(

You should take it slow.

BRUCE
flippant)(

What are you, my Mother.

A COLD BEAT of awkwardness at the name mentioned. The Waiter 
drops off another Whiskey.

VICKI
They still talk about you down there.

BRUCE
Don't know why. Should've adopted 
someone else - maybe it would have 
all worked out for the better.

Bruce sips from his Whiskey.

VICKI
deeply concerned)(

What happened to you - Bruce.

BRUCE
Why are you so interested?

VICKI
What are you talking about?

Bruce pulls out Vicki's tape recorder, from inside his 
pocket. Places it on the table, between them. Vicki's eyes 
light up at seeing it.

VICKI
shocked)(

You went through my purse?

BRUCE
I could hear the screeching of the 
tape turning, it irritated me.

VICKI
Let me explain.
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BRUCE
Oh, I think I figured it out.

Bruce downs the Whiskey. Slams the empty glass down.

BRUCE
You lure me here, with a hope of 
getting an exclusive on Bruce Wayne - 
the rich kid who everyone was told, 
had disappeared.

VICKI
shakes head)(

It's not like that.

BRUCE
Isn't it. I know you always thought I 
wasn't as smart as yourself - Vicki, 
but I looked you up. I know what you 
do for a living.

VICKI
Look - Bruce, I needed an article - 
you were just in the wrong place, at 
the right time. It wasn't planned.

BRUCE
rash)(

And just how far are you willing to 
go - Vicki, to get these exclusives?

Vicki's jaw drops. She grabs her wine, before she tosses it 
over Bruce. Grabs her bag, tape recorder - storms away. 
Bruce sits there for several BEATS.

The crowded room look across upon him. The wine drips off 
his face, staining his expensive suit. He rubs his temple, 
pondering his own actions for a BEAT.

EXT. RESTAURANT - MOMENTS LATER

Bruce EXITS the restaurant. Turns to see Vicki, already 
halfway up the street:

BRUCE
calls out)(

Vicki - I'm sorry.

VICKI
shouts back)(

Go to hell - Bruce!
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Vicki EXITS around the corner. Bruce runs his hands through 
his cropped hair, accompanied with a deep SIGH of regret.

Behind: The MANAGER (50s) of the Restaurant EXITS. He stands 
behind Bruce, before he COUGHS to get his attention.

RESTAURANT MANAGER
Excuse me Sir, but I'll have to ask 
you to return back inside. You 
haven't paid for your meal.

BRUCE
Do you know who I am?

RESTAURANT MANAGER
adamant)(

Would you prefer me to call the 
Police - Sir.

BRUCE
Fine.

The Manager OPENS the door. Bruce ENTERS back inside, 
followed closely by the Manager.

A BEAT. Before, a black SUV - cast in darkness, pulls away 
up the road. It turns the corner - following Vicki.

PAN AROUND, where upon the upper edges of a rooftop - 
something moves beneath the soft moonlight. A SHADOWY 
FIGURE. They stare upon the restaurant, before in the 
glimpse of an eye - they disappear.

INT. WAYNE MANOR - MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT

The room is cast in soft darkness. Where Thomas stares out 
the window, lost in his own thoughts. A cane in one hand.

Alfred ENTERS, stands in the doorway. Looks upon Thomas.

ALFRED
Is there something bothering you - 
Master Wayne?

THOMAS
solemn)(

He hasn't forgiven me - Alfred.

Thomas stares into the darkness of night. As we:--

FADE TO:
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EXT. PRIVATE AIRFIELD - DAY (FLASHBACK)

A Private Jet stands on the runway. FLIGHT ATTENDANT (30s, 
uniformed) stands at the bottom of the small stairway.

Ten Years Ago ...

A large black limo stands several feet away. Thomas Wayne - 
healthier, towers over a young BRUCE WAYNE (10), in front.

YOUNG BRUCE
stamps foot)(

I don't want to go!

THOMAS
stern)(

Bruce, you will do as I tell you.

YOUNG BRUCE
Then come with me!

THOMAS
I need to stay.

YOUNG BRUCE
desperation)(

But, I need you too!

THOMAS
cold)(

This city need me more.

Bruce's small face says it all. Rejection. Unloved.

Thomas calls for the Flight Attendant. She approaches. Takes 
Bruce's small hand.

Thomas turns to the limo. A blank expression. Unemotional to 
the cries of a young Bruce behind, lead away.

As we:--

FADE TO:

INT. WAYNE MANOR - MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT (PRESENT DAY)

Thomas turns, to face Alfred.

ALFRED
Give him time - Sir.
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THOMAS
There are days, when I feel I have 
little of that.

ALFRED
He'll eventually come around.

THOMAS
I worry for him - Alfred. 

A COLD BEAT. Thomas turns, stares out the window - across 
the river, upon the lights of Gotham City that glimmer back.

THOMAS
I don't think he understands how 
dangerous this city can be.

ALFRED
Don't give up on him - Sir. He might 
surprise us all.

Thomas continues to stare out, as Alfred looks concerned.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

The SOUND of high heels CLATTER upon the sidewalk. Vicki 
constantly glances over her shoulder. Her eyes give it away, 
she believes she's being followed.

She ducks down an alleyway - disappearing into the darkness.

EXT. ALLEYWAY - MOMENTS LATER

Vicki peers around the edge of a large dumpster. It's quiet.

VICKI
mutters to self)(

Get a hold of yourself - Vicki.

She steps out. Begins to walk up the alleyway, before she 
stops abruptly. Her eyes begin to widen.

AHEAD: The black SUV blocks the exit. The back door opens, 
where THUG #1 (dark clothes) EXITS. Stands firm.

Vicki walks backwards for a BEAT. Turns, before she stops 
again. THUG #2 (30s, shaved head) approaches the other way.

Vicki fumbles her purse - it falls to the ground, spilling 
it's contents everywhere. She crouches. Hastily tosses all 
she can back in her purse. Grabs a small can of mace.
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Rises fast, as Thug #2 draws close. She sprays, but Thug #2 
grabs her wrist - twists it away from his face. He offers a 
disgruntled SOUND, with a slight shake of the head.

VICKI
to self)(

I knew that was a bad idea.

The SOUND of a roaring engine from behind. Thug #2 turns, 
where he's struck by a spinning back wheel - sending him 
crashing against the dumpster, sprawled on the ground.

Bruce sat on his motorbike. Looks at Vicki:

BRUCE
jokingly)(

Friends you know?

VICKI
I was handling it.

BRUCE
concern)(

Eh, Vicki. We need to leave.

VICKI
pissy)(

I'll leave when I'm good and ready - 
thank you.

Bruce points behind Vicki - who turns. Thug #1 rushes down 
the alley.

VICKI
realization)(

Okay, I'm ready.

Vicki jumps on the motorbike - behind Bruce, wrapping her 
arms tight around his body. Bruce revs the engine. His back 
wheel spins on the spot, creating friction of thick smoke.

Thug #1 reaches a fraction too late, as Bruce speeds off - 
missing them by inches. Bruce EXITS around the corner, at 
the end of the alleyway.

Thug #1 checks on his partner, before he stares across the 
alley - his eyes narrow, something glimmers in the dark.
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EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT

Vicki's apartment building is a disgrace, and should be 
demolished - yet offers low rent for those willing to take 
the risk. Smashed windows, burnt out cars.

Bruce's motorbike is parked outside. To Establish.

INT. VICKI'S APARTMENT - LOUNGE - CONTINUOUS

Vicki's home is a one-bedroom apartment - compact to say the 
least. Lounge and kitchen rolled into one.

Vicki ENTERS - followed by Bruce. Both step down the narrow 
hallway, into the lounge - where Vicki steps to the fridge.

VICKI
Wanna Beer?

Vicki opens the fridge door. Pizza box, cartons of Chinese 
food, several bottled waters line the almost empty shelves.

VICKI
notices)(

Actually, only got water.

BRUCE
waves it off)(

I'm good, thanks.

Vicki grabs a bottled water. Opens and sips from it. Bruce 
stands in the lounge, looking for somewhere to sit.

The room is your true reporters home. Paperwork and folders 
scattered everywhere, as well as clothes strewn around.

BRUCE
Love what you've done with the place.

Vicki brushes junk across the beaten old couch - creating 
another heap at the far end.

VICKI
sarcastic)(

Sorry, my Maids day off.

Bruce sits down, as Vicki slumps down at his side - takes 
another sip of her bottled water.

A BEAT.
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VICKI
Were you following me?

BRUCE
shakes head)(

What? No.
gives in)(

Well, sort of.

VICKI
You know, some might consider that 
stalking a lady.

BRUCE
jokingly)(

When did you turn into a lady?

Vicki playfully punches Bruce in the arm, who smiles.

BRUCE
Look, I noticed that vehicle take off 
just moments after you split. I 
wanted to make sure you were alright.

beat)(
Any idea who they were?

VICKI
Not a clue.

BRUCE
I suppose you get a lot of that.

Vicki shrugs it off. Bruce CHUCKLES to himself.

VICKI
notices)(

It's no laughing matter.

BRUCE
No, I know. I'm sorry, I was just 
thinking - Vicki Vale --

air quotes)(
-- Reporter.

VICKI
all seriousness)(

And what's wrong with that?

BRUCE
Nothing, it's just --

(MORE)
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beat)(
BRUCE (cont'd)

-- out of all the jobs I could think 
of, that wouldn't have even made the 
top ten on my list.

VICKI
It pays the bills, well most days.

second take)(
And just what kind of job did you 
think I'd end up doing?

BRUCE
caught)(

Ah, I'll plead the fifth.

VICKI
Wise choice.

Vicki playfully punches Bruce in the arm - again. Vicki 
takes another sip of her water.

BRUCE
How'd you land yourself that gig?

VICKI
Heard whispers the Council were gonna 
knock down St. Judes --

beat)(
-- so I did a little digging, took a 
few incriminating photos, and took it 
to the Editor of the Gazette.

beat)(
He was so impressed, he gave me a job 
on the spot. Was headline news the 
next day, blowing a hole in the shady 
corruption within the council.

BRUCE
smiles)(

My Mother would be so proud of you.

VICKI
caring)(

Well - I know how much it meant to 
her, and you.

Vicki's hand shakes slightly. Bruce notices.

BRUCE
It's just the adrenaline. It'll pass 
in time.
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VICKI
curious)(

And what do you know about that?

A BEAT of SILENCE.

VICKI
Bruce, for what it's worth. I am 
sorry for the ambush.

BRUCE
brushes it off)(

Forget about it, you were just doing 
your job.

Bruce turns to speak again, when Vicki snaps around - kisses 
Bruce on the lips. It's quick, almost over before it begins. 
Vicki sharply pulls back, looks away.

VICKI
regretful)(

Sorry, I shouldn't have done that.

BRUCE
I think I should go.

Bruce steps across the room, before:

Vicki whips him around. Slams him against the wall. Kisses 
him. Longer. Harder. More passionate.

Within moments - hands are all over each other. Bodies slam 
back and forth against the walls, down the narrow hallway. 
Clothes begin to slowly be torn off.

Vicki leads Bruce to the far room. She pushes the door open, 
as they ENTER. The door closes behind.

INT. VICKI'S APARTMENT - BEDROOM - LATER

Vicki lays naked beneath the bed sheets. She stirs awake. 
Turns to discover, Bruce gone.

Vicki looks at the clock - 2AM. She crashes back into the 
soft pillow, accompanied with a deep SIGH of regret.

EXT. CEMETERY - NIGHT

Bruce crouches over a grave, as the moonlight casts it's 
soft light upon the fallen of Gotham.
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BRUCE
solemn)(

I don't know, if I can ever forgive 
him - for what he did.

Bruce's eyes scream of the pain, of his great loss. As we:--

FADE TO:

INT. WAYNE MANOR - GREAT HALL - NIGHT: FLASHBACK

Martha Wayne, held in Thomas's arms - holding her tight. Her 
will to live slowly fading away, bleeding heavily.

PAN AROUND, to where we find a young Bruce Wayne - peering 
around the corner of a room across the upper hall. His 
widened eyes - staring at his Mother, dead in Thomas's arms.

FOCUS upon Bruce's cold, heartbroken face. As we:--

FADE TO:

EXT. CEMETERY - NIGHT (PRESENT DAY)

Bruce steps away after a COLD BEAT. We PULL IN, to read the 
inscription: 

"Martha Wayne. 1976 - 2007. Wife. Mother. Shared her love 
with the world"

We FOCUS for a BEAT, as we:--

EXT. GOTHAM CITY - SKYLINE - NIGHT

The bright lights of Gotham's skyscrapers, offer a glimmer 
of hope against the bustling never-ending SOUND of violence 
upon the streets. Police Sirens. Gunshots.

We catch sight of a SHADOWY FIGURE, perched upon one 
rooftop. Watching over Gotham like a Guardian Angel.

SOUND of a young woman's SCREAM echoes from below. The 
Figure leaps off - disappearing down into the darkness, that 
possesses a stranglehold over the real Gotham City.

As we:--

SMASH CUT TO 
BLACK:
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